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1/6/20@ 6:00AM Journal Entry 

“Look to the south of your nation for corruption and deception to arise among all the chaos already 

among their desperate people! Be cautious and be wary for America is not surrounded by as many 

friendlies as she thinks!” 

 

1/15/20@1:12PM Journal Entry 

Write Child, write all these words. Do not fail to get them all down and get them out immediately!” “I am 

God, and I will.” “The south Child, the south is becoming a hidden threat to the eagle and as the world 

continues to talk in an effort to maintain peace, the men of war, the people of action are operating in the 

shadows slowly, but surely as they calculate their every move and counter strike way in advance for it 

takes a brilliant mind to form battle strategies but it takes the sadistic minds to actually pull them off, to 

implement these plans of mass destruction by one press of the buttons!!! 

1/15/20@3:38PM Journal Entry 

    “You’ve wondered in your heart just how and if America will have to fight on their own soil! Look to 

the south and find your answer, for the south will not hesitate to invade the eagle in her weakened 

condition nor those still strong in power refuse an opportunity to attempt to overthrow your once great 

nation! The world will still be rocking from the deadly force of the missile strikes!!! 

1/17/20@5:05AM Journal Entry 

The Saudi’s of Arabia are full of deceit casting in league with the bear who will unite with Persia again 

causing yet another devastating blow to that of the eagle and its vast need for its many fuels needed to 

maintain the stability of your country for the Sheik is full of many empty promises, double minded and 

easily swayed by the seducing power of words from  the bear’s lips full of its many promises as Putin 

steps forth in another show of power in this war of nations!” 

 1/21/20@4:27AM Journal Entry 

Look for the coming of the bear’s arrival to move to the forefront, the lead position of power against your 

once great nation as Putin stretches his hands to gather together the many nations the countries who no 

longer fear and tremble at the power of the eagle who though, still strong and mighty has fell out of favor 

with many, many nations for America, she no longer has my favor, the favor of Father God upon her 

people as a whole anymore. 

Prophecies from God 2/13/20@3:42AM Journal Entry 

Look for the coming of more difficulties for your people as war progresses for again, I say 

the feet of the south, the people of the oppressed to rise up in arms and tread upon your 

soil as well I say, of that the king of the east……… The people from the south, you keep 

mentioning them in our prior conversations, but you have never confirmed my question if 

you are referring to Mexico. It is Mexico, isn’t it?” “Yes Child, the people of the south are of 

the country of Mexico!” …… “Look up current relations between that of your country and 

that of Mexico on that of your internet and do it now and I shall show you the many 



atrocities put on the people of Mexico at the hands of your government for the cries of the 

people come up before Me day and night.” “Okay, God, give me a moment! What am I 

looking for God?” “Center your focus on that of the border wall!” “The border wall?” “Yes, 

Child! I see where they, being our government has sent in our National Guard to help guard 

this border wall that is being built and reinforced and a vast amount of people trying to 

allegedly enter our country and these people are being held in centers! It also says they are 

leaving Mexico due to high crime rates, drug trafficking, unemployment, poverty, and even 

climate hazards which leads to water shortages!” “And tell Me Child, if there are those 

among these immigrants, and not all for many are innocent, but there are many, I say many 

if they are able to gain entrance shall come into your country for the sole purpose to aid in 

the attack upon your country for how much easier shall you be to conquer if they have 

people already upon your soil!” 

 

 


